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Only Barbour can pack 777 great clean jokes into a
single book! Here's a sparkling new collection of unsullied humor, ideal for any age and situation.
Following in the footsteps of other best-selling Barbour joke books-such as Noah's Favorite Animal
Jokes, The World's Greatest Collection of Church Jokes, and Knock, Knock, Who's There?-the entries
in 777 Great Clean Jokes are categorized by topic and promise hours of fun and laughter for
personal reading, church activities, and speech or sermon preparation.

Reviews of the 777 Great Clean Jokes by Jennifer Hahn
Vareyma
Every day I call my mother and, after talking about grand children and the weather, she expects a
joke. Sometimes more than one. This book filled this role admirably. It everything from silly one
liners to lengthy shaggy stories. She then retells the jokes and has gained reputation as a wonderful
joke teller. Make you mother happy, buy his book and read it to her.
Xal
I'm a high school teacher, and I like to treat my classes to a Chuckle of the Day. It can be hard to
find jokes that are just good, clean fun. I would spend a lot of time some days searching around for

an appropriate joke. This book fills my needs easily. I can open up to just about any page and find a
fresh, decent joke. I often get groans from the class on some of the jokes, but that is part of the fun!
Good bargain...
Zinnthi
My son's cub scout troop tells jokes while they are waiting for parents to show up for pack meetings
and while all of these are clean, most of them aren't beyond the humor of an 8 year old and lots of
them are even short enough for them to remember. At an age when kids are just figuring out what
makes a good "joke" and are really interested in knowing some, this was just what we needed.
Arador
Great Jokes
Asher
Great for the kids. However the grandkids lost the book somewhere in the house!! As usual, they
claim they never touched or saw it. Oddly, my son used to make the same claim. Therefore, the apple
does not fall far from the tree!!! I think it is a great choice
Pameala
Fun book. I can think of at least 3 people I'd love to give this book to. The jokes are funny. I wish it
had more short jokes and not as many long ones though. But hey, clean jokes. Who doesn't love um.
Malalanim
Its good, but some are more like stories rather than jokes
There aren't many joke books that are appropriate for young people...but this qualifies! The jokes
sometimes are groaners but always fun. I'm sending this one to my surgeon, who told me jokes all
during a biopsy (I guess he wanted to distract me). I thought he could use some new material... ;)
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